
Is there a notification that pops up tIs there a notification that pops up to inform that ao inform that a
newer vnewer version of the Catalog is aersion of the Catalog is available tvailable to sync?o sync?

There is a notification that will pop-up once a day when there is a newer version of the Catalog

available for syncing. From the pop-up, you can either begin the syncing process right away or

ignore the notification and sync at a later time.

Open the app - if there is a new vOpen the app - if there is a new version aersion available a notification willvailable a notification will
pop-uppop-up

Install NoInstall Now will begin the syncing processw will begin the syncing process

While you are syncing the Catalog your app will not work offline until the download process is
completed. A green check mark in the upper right corner indicates app is ready to work offline.

While syncing:

1. Ensure that you are connected to a strong WiFi
2. Leave the FatStax app open and displayed
3. Ensure that the iPad does not go to sleep, screen goes black
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FatStax recommends plugging in your iPad to charge. While the iPad is charging, your iPad will not go
to sleep.

LatLater will not start the sync process and you can sync the Catalog ater will not start the sync process and you can sync the Catalog at
a lata later timeer time

You will receive the same notification the next day you open the app if the Catalog has not been
synced with the newest information.

To sync the Catalog later - tap on the circle in the upper right corner, tap "Sync Now".

While you are syncing the Catalog your app will not work offline until the download process is
completed. A green check mark in the upper right corner indicates app is ready to work offline.

While syncing:

1. Ensure that you are connected to a strong WiFi
2. Leave the FatStax app open and displayed
3. Ensure that the iPad does not go to sleep, screen goes black

FatStax recommends plugging in your iPad to charge. While the iPad is charging, your iPad will not go
to sleep.
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	Open the app - if there is a new version available a notification will pop-up
	Install Now will begin the syncing process
	Later will not start the sync process and you can sync the Catalog at a later time

